Ophthalmlight designs and manufactures portable smart ophthalmic diagnostic/monitoring equipment and software which provides a simple, digital alternative to conventional eye exams that are performed nearly 105 million times per year in the US.

Ophthalmlight Digital Solutions’ mission is to help people keep their vision by making basic eye care more accessible while providing eye care professionals with advanced mobile health tools that will allow an increase in the frequency, speed, and profitability of eye exams. O-Glass is the first product being offered by Ophthalmlight Digital Solutions. O-Glass provides an accurate, portable automated eye test for ophthalmologists and optometrists who need to diagnose and follow up optic neuropathy in patients. It replaces what is commonly referred to as the Swinging Flashlight or Margus Gun test, a qualitative test whose measurements are subjective, prone to human errors, and troublesome to follow up accurately.
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